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Sutton Veny Youth Hostels 
 

Sutton Veny [Woodcombe Cleeve] Youth Hostel     1939 to 1945   
 

YHA is grateful to Jill Russell, local historian. for much extra historical information 
 
Woodcombe Cleeve, Sutton Veny, Warminster, Wiltshire  
Historic County: Wiltshire  YHA Region: Wiltshire  GR: ST 899412  
 
Woodcombe Cleeve or Cleve (written Cleave in some YHA publications) was a former Church Army hostel and boys’ 
reformatory, an E-shaped bungalow. A hut built alongside at a slight angle was nicknamed locally the chapel. The 
Church Army was certainly operating here in the mid-1930s, under a Captain Lancaster.   
 
Kelly’s local directory of 1939 announced that Woodcombe Cleeve was now a branch of the Youth Hostels 
Association; it was YHA Wiltshire Region that opened the premises here in that year. The likelihood is that it was 
always an accommodation hostel, ie one not owned and staffed by YHA but operated as a commercial affiliation by 
the owner, a popular arrangement before the war. The proprietorship at the outset is not recorded, but by 1945 Mrs 
Johnson was owner and warden at the hostel, and it seems probable that she was there from the beginning.  
 
In 1939 the hostel accommodated 30 men and 16 women. No doubt the chapel was pressed into dormitory use. 
YHA Wiltshire Region’s records during the war years are sparse, though there is an entry in each year’s national 
handbook. It is probable that the hostel was in use each year of the war, though bednight figures for 1940, 1943 and 
1944 are missing. A national notice of 8th October 1940 advised that the hostel was operating, though YHA bed 
spaces were by now reduced to twenty – for ten men and ten women, perhaps reflecting a responsibility to cater also 
for military and other emergency accommodation. Over 1,000 YHA overnights were recorded in 1941 and twice 
that number the following year, by which time accommodation had resumed larger proportions – for 24 men and 16 
women. Regional annual reports for 1942 and 1943 describe usage continuing in those years.  
 
This youth hostel’s final year was in 1945. There was a change of ownership in that year and Woodcombe Cleeve 
hostel duly closed on 20th September 1945. Mrs Johnson moved to a house called the Lynchetts, two miles to the 
west, effectively taking the YHA with her. After YHA’s time, the chapel was used by a Mr Arnold as an artist’s 
studio, then under new owners the house outline was much changed. It remains a private residence. 
 

 
Extract from a 1939 YHA regional guide  
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1: extract from the 1939 YHA Handbook. Just before the outbreak of war, there were an astonishing 11 youth hostels in 
Wiltshire alone. By 1942 military acquisitions took a heavy toll and Sutton Veny was the only active hostel in the county;  

2: old photograph of Woodcombe Cleeve in ‘the Sutton Veny Book’ published by the Sutton Veny Women's Institute in 1995.  
The layout is approximately as it was in YHA days (photograph by permission); 3: the new Lynchetts hostel was outlined in the 

1947 YHA Handbook. By this time there were four Wiltshire hostels, with another on the way 
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Sutton Veny [the Lynchetts] Youth Hostel     1946 to 1947   
 
The Lynchetts, Longbridge Deveril, Warminster, Wiltshire  
Historic County: Wiltshire  YHA Region: Wiltshire  GR: ST 877417 
 
Mrs Johnson moved to the Lynchetts (or the Lynchets), a large two-storey house of about 1920, built to the south side 
of a lane striking off from the north-west side of the Sutton Veny to Longbridge Deverill road, and opened her new 
youth hostel there by Easter 1946. It is not clear whether she owned or rented the house. YHA Wiltshire Region 
confirmed the move in the 1946 annual report, though with a footnote that it hadn’t been for the full season. Only 
660 bednights were registered in that year, reflecting the hostel’s absence from the annual handbook. The hostel 
capacity was not mentioned for 1946, but in 1947 it was men 20, women 20. 
 
It is not clear why the hostel closed suddenly during its second year, in July 1947, after over 1,000 overnights in that 
truncated season. The property, much enlarged, is now known as Southleigh House. 
 
No illustration of the Lynchetts youth hostel is known to exist. 
 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1939-1947: previous Oct to Sep 

¶: Woodcombe Cleeve Hostel;   ∆: the Lynchetts Hostel 
          

… 1931    1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… … … … … … … … … open¶ 
          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
probable¶ 1022¶ 2024¶ open¶ open¶ open¶ 660∆ 1153∆ … … 

 

     
YHA Handbook covers from 1942 and 1947, representing the two Sutton Veny Youth hostels. The 1942 example was the last 
of the quarto sized examples; from 1943 the shortage of paper and ink necessitated a reduction to half that size, a format that 
continued to the early 1970s. As hostellers grew older their memories became fonder but their eyesight usually gave up on the 
tiny font size. The attractive artwork on the earlier handbook covers reflected subtle changes of fashion and dress over time. 

The covers frame a page from the 1943 membership card of Fred Blampied of Bristol. He had already toured Brixham, 
Dunsford and Spiceland youth hostels in July before visiting the first Sutton Veny hostel at the end of that month 
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This map extract from the 1939 YHA Handbook shows the extraordinary range of hostels available to cyclists and walkers who 
were members of the YHA, in this case in the Wessex and South Midland area. The network had grown exponentially from an 

experimental start in 1931, and by the end of the first decade numbered 285 hostels in England and Wales. Many were 
requisitioned by the authorities at the beginning of the war (Wiltshire was hit particularly hard), but by the middle of the war the 
YHA was growing again, and by 1950 the number of premises surpassed that of 1939 (all illustrations from the YHA Archive) 
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